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"Thank cod it has been permitted to us to be born in this new
age, so fuil or hooe
and promise, which already rejoices in a greater array of nobly gifted
sours than the
world has seen in the thousand years that preceded ii.,, so wrotJ
Matteo palmieri or
Florence, an apothecary and schorar who described the
worrd of fifteenth-centun
Italy in which he lived. His exhilaration reflected the mood
of the period that u.as ro
become known, some four centuries later, as the Renaissan.e;-tfi"
term ackno*redged that Palmieri's generation of ltalians witnessed the
rebirth of knos.ledee
shunned since the days of classical Creece and Rome.
with the diffusion of the rong-forgotten rearning came a novel way
of thinking
Palmieri was one of its greatest exponents-baseimore on
wisdom than on
the doctrines of the Church. Nor was the spirit of intellectual"rnnty
adventure conrined to
a few closeted scholars; it was carried far and wide
by n,""n, of ihe printing pre_.,
a fifteenth-century invention. lt reached the artist's studio
as well as the libran,: This
was the age of some of the greatest masters who ever
rir"i, rro, rrr"r;;.; ;;
Donatello as the century began to Botticeili and Leonardo
toward its end.
Yet the new a8e so rapturously welcomed by Palmieri
ana his friends nould lrare

been.

difficult to predict

when the century dawned. ttaly hal-suffered a series oir
shocks in the preceding 200 years that wourd hardry
r"urn ,o hu* prepared it r-o:. a
golden age. ln the thirteenth century, the land had been
devastateJby wars betrree.".I
the Holy Roman Empire.and the papacy, a contest that had
ended in the deteat and

eventual extinction of the emperor's house, Hohenstaufen.
The popes had been
unable to fill the ensuing power vacuum, for they too had
b""n grru"ry rveakened.
both morally and politicalry, by the struggre. And during the
ioJrteenth cenrun. a
combination of internal squabbling and-international p6wer politics
had torn rhe
Church apart in the shamefur agony of the creat schism, which
set rivar popa ir
Rome and the French city of Avignon competing for the
devotion of the faithrur-

without a single, dominant power to unite it, tf,e rtarian p"nin*i,
had fragmented

politically. At the start of the fifteenth century, five major

fto*n

in a colored woodcut, architect Filippo Brunel-

rschi's cathedral dome dominates the'ikyline of
ffiernth-century Florence. protected by encircling
rCb,

the city streets, radiating out on both'banks of thI
rirm River, were lined with the houses of the merchants
+hose wealth helped make the Tuscan capital a
showdace of the Renaissance. This flowering of art and
tdolarship, stimulated by the rediscover| of classicil
ening largely lost to western Europe since the fall of
hE Roman Empire 1,000 years befoie. began in north_
ltaly- and then spread out across Europe in the
=r
rese of the succeeding century.

po*"i,
for supremacr.
The kingdom of Naples, despite the corrupitorpidity of 'the
"i"a overlords nho
spanish
had won it in the wake of the Hohenstaufen debacle, ruled
tn" f"nif" island of Sicilr
and the mainland south of Rome, and it stretched northward
along the Adriatic
through the mountains of Abruzzi alrnost as far as Rn.onu.
squarely across it:
northern border lay the Papal States, a substantial belt of territoflhat
included not
only the traditional Patrimony of Peter-the former province
of Laiium that engirdled
Rome itself-but also the northeastern plain of Romagna
rna tn" ora imperial'cin on
Ravenna. ln addition, the various Iords of the centrll regions
of Umbria and Ttrc
Marches owed the pope an aregiance that was rarery mJre
than nominar.
To the north and east of the pope's principality tay ihe
,.uprotii of Venice. secure
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in its inviolable lagoon, and the mainland territories on which it depended for its food
supply. The duchy of Milan filled the Lombard plain as far as the Alps to the north,
bordering on Venice to the east and the ailing state of Cenoa to the southwest.
Squeezed dangerously between Milan and the Papal States, the republic of Florence
dominated ltaly's Tuscan center.
These five intrigued ceaselessly with and against one another; a host of lesser
players-the Gonzaga rulers of Mantua, for instance, and the Este dukes in Ferraraexisted in the shrinking space between the great five and lived or died according to
their skill in an endless, unscrupulous game of alliance and counteralliance in which
bribery, assassination, and coup d'6tat were the maneuvers of everyday politics.
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Fairly typicalof the tough, talented
men who thrived in this competiti'e \l.orld
uas
Federigo Montefeltro, frim 1444 duke-of
the smail state
set
amid
ihe
rugged hills of The Marches. Since the
thirteenth century,"r-urfrr",
the
Montefertro
rarniir
domain had consisted of the hiil townstr
uruino ,"a cuuoio

villages that surroundud

th:r, Federigo's
in The Marches, and sordiering

""i ,r," feu x_rundr.eo
;r'"",

profession was war. There n,as rittre
rtearr.
was"as sooa ri"eri;;;J
,".
the
rnen
n;
modest dukedom's rocky rand. courd not
irooou. He was good at it, too: ,{rnons .r.r;-:
clients he counted Florence, Milan, N"pf
er,Ina th"
exceeded 100,000 ducats a year.

"

pi;;y;;;;;;;'ijJ;J;&,,i":;

Itnaissance ltaly was a patchwork of rival
kinedoms.
orchres, and republics, each vying for suprem"c"r.
T"rmonatty, the largest was the kingdom of
Naples, which
ncruded most of mainland ltaly south
of Rome as well
starting in 1443,the islands of Sicily and Sardinia.
To
-5, north, the Papal
tE
States extended outward from the
rmrmony of Peter surrounding
Rome; manv outlvine
qendencies resisted papal control for
much of'thf

Tnlry.

tn northern ltaly, the principal

po*"r,

*ui"
ile duchy of
n-Jr*llrj'ifr" ,ll
.Milan. the siate
rDtrcot Venice;
"i
Venice held territories
on the Aegean,

ro well as Crete and, starting

in 1489, Cyprus.

Federigo spent his
To?uy lavishly. He converted the old cothic fortress *.om
which his ancestors had
dominat"a in"iriittte.capitar into an eregant
ducar parace
furnished with the best antique art that
.ortJ uu found, as weil ai the best modern
work he could commission from the tarented
artists who r"grtr;l;ru.ed his briliant
he pranned poricv in an atmosphere
as curtivated a-s anr
iiy*.?
in ltaly' Y":i:lTpii'',s,
He was admired, and. roved oy hrr puopre,
who nJ-*t arwavs been so
favorably disposed
lopurg their rurers; ih"viua i"uit *ith tt,e trs?rt brutarin of hi:
predecessor and half'brother by tt,"
rirpt" expedient oir,rra"ring him.
Federigo's Urbino was by no means
,niqr". rhroughouiii"r;il;r" *,as a r iiari:r
that seemed to feed on chaos, a creative
vi!o,. tnrt srr; ,fu ,ju'r,r'r*onishing
str ie

The paradox of the Renaissance was
that th'e very conditions 5f disunity that
shouio
according to usuailv accepted ideas, have
bred wlakneir;;;;'r;;;d decrine, in
rac
stimulated a great outpouring of creative
endlruor. The reasons are to be found in rrc
wealth that rrade had brou.ght to tr," p"ninrurr,
anJih;";;;;;ive drir.e of r,rc
various, mainly northern rtarian cities that
fought to contror ,rJ
the riche_
and, gloriously, to spend them.

i#""r

The rise of civic power,,which. had gotten
under way as early as the eleventh centu:.r
reached its apogee in fifteenth-cgfurv
r,riy. rn Franders unJ tn" N",herrands. ioo

there were thriving towns with simirar
trriiiion, of commerce and independence
and around the shores of the Bartic s"r,iilports
of the Hanseatic League \rere a
force to be reckoned with. But
i" ririfl"ere srch communities to be found in
large numbers. Not since creek"nty
,na norrn times had so many men and \rornen
lived an urban existence.
Florence was perhaps the most glittering
example of civic success. At almost anr
time during the fifteenth century, I stroll
]round'palmluri,s hor"iown r'ould hare
convinced anyone that his marverous
new age was no fantasy. rnside its stou_t.
protecting wall, Florence. was thriving,
brimming with wealth urt
and bustrine
with the commerce and industry thaiiraa provided
"n,
them.
A congested town of dank and iil-constructed
tenemeni, had given way, during the
previous century, to a well-built city-brick
and rubbl" *"r""th" main materialls.
faced with good local stone-ampry provided
with open spaces. The wail, buirt in
1299, enclosed farms and gardens as'weil
as the popurated center, stiil ress than
a
mile square, and the remaining tenements
were steadiry being repraced br.neat
three-story houses of
lgrch"ant.Luri iouerly ornamen,"J r,7i,nora and larishii
decorated within. Mostth5
had their own *"irr,
,"*ugu riu", drained inro
the Arno River, and an increasing nuru"i
"" "ir".tiru
oi houses
possessed the remarkabre rurun
of an,inside toilet' (Disputes overlesspit
emptying were a frequent cause of la* surrL<.
Fireplaces were becoming commonprace;
torches outside the houses of *earthier.
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inhabitants provided a primitive form of street lighting, and the streets themselves, to
the amazement of visitors both at the time and for centuries afterward, were paved
with even slabs of stone.
But something more than urban renewal was taking place. ln the first thirty years
of the century alone, thirty-four statues of saints and prophets, all larger than life and
executed with a skill and talent not seen for a millennium, had been erected in the
new squares and public buildings-all within a few paces of the thirteenth-century
Palazzo della Signoria, the grim fortress-palace where Florence's rulers took time off
from the city's tempestuous politics to commission more and greater works of beauty.
ln the same period, the great bronze doors of the baptistery, the city's oldest building,
had been decorated with unsurpassed metalwork. Nearby, the cathedral itself, begun
in 1296, was completed in 1 436by the architect Filippo Brunelleschi with a majestic
dome that vaulted high above the busy streets and struck a chord in the hearts of his
fellow townspeople: "Dome-sickness" was ever after their word for the pangs of
nostalgia they endured when they were absent from their native city.

-

fifteenth century, the Medici family were in effect the rulers of Florence, although in name they remained
merc private citizens. Their fortunes derived in large part from the banking activities of Cosimo de' Medici, the first of the
clan to dominate the city. He was succeeded by his son Piero, whose ill health won
him the nickname "the Gouty."
Perhaps the most gifted of the line was
Piero's heir, Lorenzo, whose astute statesrnanship, athletic prowess, and intellectual
flair made him the archetypal Renaissance
man. His only weakness was in financial
matters; lavish patronage of such artists as
Bdticelli and Michelangelo, together with
the extravagant spectacles that he staged to
entertain and impress the citizens of Florcnce, drained the family's resources.
For much of the

H€ passed on a diminished treasury to his

ssr Piero di Lorenzo who, confronted by
en invasion from France, signed a treaty
with the foreign power. The unpopularity
d this move led to his expulsion in 1494
ad an eclipse in the fortunes of Renais-

rncc
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ltaly's most distinguished dynasty.

These gleaming new works were signs

of political

as

well as artistic

self-

confidence. Commissioned in the course of a prolonged struggle with the Visconti
dukes of Milan, they were a declaration of the city's faith in its own future. Art, just
as much as the gold in Florence's thirty-three banking houses, was a clear demonstration of civic power.
' Since at least the early thirteenth century, the city had been the focal point of a
far-flung trading empire: According to one medieval pope, its merchants were so
widely scattered around the known world that after earth, air, fire, and water they had
to be accounted "the fifth element." And Florence's wealth and power were just as
apparent nearer home: By the 1420s, the city controlled two-thirds of the encircling
province of Tuscany.
The city needed its surrounding countryside not only for its food supply-some
agricultural commodities, notably olive oil, also featured in Florence's international
trade-but for its people. By the 1400s, Florence, with about 40,000 inhabitants, was
Piero the Gouty (1415-1469)

a metropolis by medievar standards, and no urban popuration
of the time courd
maintain itself without regura.r immigration. civen the general
crowding, the low

standards of contemporary pubric heJth (even though
Fr;;";; *;s betrer provided
with water and drainage than most cities) guarantee-d that people
ai"C a younger
age in town. The price for urban opportunity was paid,
"t tr,u ro#u,.
erp".irily uy
classes, in life expectancy.
For those farther up.the.sociar radder, however, the prospects
were inviting. Lucrative possibilities existed. in banking, insurance, trade,
and most of the other activities that would come to be associated with a modern
ioreign travel was
common, since most enterprises-which ranged from ".onory.
simple iamily drrinesres to
partnerships and carefully constructed holding
companies, both recent ltalian

inventions-had offices th.roughout Europe's commerciar centers
and beyond, *her_
ever a flor.in (the city's prized.golden coin, first minted
in the thirteentr, centuryl mrg;t
be earned' More than fifty Florentine concerns even
had branches in the alien and
ostensibly hostile ottoman Empire. There were also
diplomaai. unJgou"rnment posts
that could be used not only to the general benefit
of Florence ort
to the specific
advantage of their holders.
"iro
-This

new style of existence was far removed from the life
of the itinerant merchants

of the early Middle Ages, travering peddrers who simpry
toi"J in"i, goods from fair
to fair, and it made different demands upon those *h;
;;;ileJ it. Rbove ail, it
required education-and education direcied toward
secular
not in the service
of the Church, to which almost all academic pursuit had"nar,
been dedicated for a
thousand years. The ability to read, write, and do arithmeti.
*ui no* essential: lt was

no use controlling a business by means of an advan."a
,yrt", of doubre_entry
bookkeeping-a recent ltalian innovation-if no clerks could
be found to understand

it. But.the.real driving force behind the growth of ,u.utu.i"u,ning
*u, the demand
for trained lawyers .r"I:d. by the sheer Iomprexity
of tne ne* soziety. The study of
the.law, in turn, revived interest in and enihusiasm ror
latin and creek and the
authors of classical times. The resurt was the remarkabre
phenomlnon that came to
be known as humanism.
The word was derived from the Latin studia humanitatis,,,studies
of mankind,,, as
opposed to the Church-directed scholastic theology
that had rritn"uo dominated the

intellectuallifeof christendom. Humanism stillhJtrr""no*ous
Lspectforancient

authority, rather than for.originar thought, th.at had arstinguish;d
ati meaierat pr,i
losophy. But in the works of plato, Aristotle, Cicero,
qri"iirian, humanists
discovered, in place of the church's old, monorithic certaint|,
""a ancient authorities
who actually disagreed among themserves. rt was both shocking
and invigorating.
M9r.eo.ver, thoroughgoing classical studies required
intelligence a"nd dedicaiion. nit
noble birth. with a little good.fortune, bright young men
of relatively humble back_
ground could find themselves a place in th" n""*,
r"tr-.onriious humanist elite.
one fourteenth-century figure who had personified the new virtues
was to
serve as a model to his fifteenth-century successors.
Francesco

petrarca-

known to posterity as petrarch-was born in r304 in
Arezzo,then stiil
independent, where his lawyer father was a political
exile from Florence.
He spent part of his youth at the papal court in Avignon
and later at the
University of Bologna, where he showed himserf to
b" u briiliant crassical scholar as well as a great poetic tarent. Rapidry
estautisrring nis
reputation, he travered widery, coilecting a great quantity
of ancient

manuscripts. Petrarch was welcomed by most of the royal courts of Europe for his
ideas as well as his lyrics: lt was time, he declared, to dispel "this slumber of
forgetfulness" and to "walk forward in the pure radiance of the past." His ltalian
poJtry had an individual flavor rare in the Middle Ages, although it was little read at
ih" tir" in comparison with his Latin works, which were popular with scholars all
over Europe. Petrarch had an immense following during his lifetime; in the fifteenth
century, his works would have a place in the library of any educated household
worthy of the name.
Thus the groundwork, intellectual as well as economic, had been laid for the creative

powerhoise that was fifteenth-century Florence. But there were other factors, too,
and the most powerful of them had nothing of Petrarch's "radiance" surrounding iL

ln 1347 ,a new and invisible immigrant had arrived in Europe: the bacillus of bubonic
plague. Brought by trading ships from Asia, it was carried in the bloodstream of
infected rats ind transmitted by fleabites to the bodies of human beings. The Black
Death, it was called, and with good reason. By 1353, it had killed an estimated
one-third of the European population, and the plague returned at regular intervals to
terrify the survivors for another 300 years'
ln crowded cities such as Florence, the impact was at its most devastating, and the
closely settled Tuscan countryside was almost as vulnerable as the town itself. Exact
statistics are hard to come by, but such figures as exist are chilling enough. [lorence
had almost 100,000 people on the eve of the Black Death; not until the sixteendr
century was the population to edge beyond the 50,000 mark again. Other ltaliall
cities suffered a similar fate: Milan, for instance, lost almost half its inhabitants, and
Pisa lost three-quarters.

Clearly, no community could sustain losses on such a scale without serious eco
nomic dislocation. For those who lived through the disaster, however, the net effeOs
were not all bad. lf markets both at home and abroad had shrunk, so had the numbers
who had to make their living from them. And the plague had destroyed humans, nd
things. Real assets-land and buildings, ships, whatever primitive machinery existed,
andit course the gold that nestled in Florentine vaults-were untouched, but ttrery
were shared by far?ewer people. ln fact, the Black Death had created a cash surplrr
that could not easily be spent in the ordinary fashion, for the means of productioltr
being almost exclusively based on human labor, had decreased with the populationi
But the money could always be spent, given sufficient ingenuity. ln a very real sensq
the plague dead's share of the wealth would finance the expensive artistic display d
the Renaissance.
Neither before nor after the Black Death were Florentine assets shared even
motely equally. The fortunes of the various social groupings in the city had ebbed
flowed, but one or another had always been dominant. Back in the thirteenth
during the pope-emperor conflict, the city's great merchants had triumphed over
old, p"roimpeiial nobility. A century later, power had spread downward: The lov
middle classes, even the artisans, shared in the city's government by means of
great guilds to which most of them belonged. But the mass of ordinary workers,
imployed in the wool industry, remained excluded from both civic politics and

1378, there was a great revolt, arguably the Western world's
proletarian revolution. The revoltfailed: The outcome was not only savage rept
6ut also a drift away from limited democracy toward a narrow oligarchy,
prosperity.

ln

wealth became increasingly concentrated in the hands of fewer and richer families.
Wealthiest of all were members of a house whose name was to become almost
synonymous with Renaissance Florence. They were called Medici, and several times
they came close to losing everything in the risky business of civic politics. But by the
1430s, the head of the clan, Cosimo, had firmly established himself as the city,s
leading powerbroker.
Cosimo de' Medici was the archetypal merchant prince of the period. He was no
prince by blood, although well-planned marriages would later bring authentic royalty
into his family, but in his own way he was as great a genius as Leonardo or Mi-

chelangelo.

A

lean, ascetic-looking man, he was almost proverbially shrewd,

a

far-sighted politician who was publicly genial and approachable-he knew hundreds
of his fellow citizens by name-and privately ruthless. He was a uniquely discerning
patron of the arts and an intellectual in his own right: He died (peacefully and

ii

extreme old age, to his enemies' chagrin) while listening to a reading irom his
beloved Plato. But first and foremost, he was a businessman-, and his life'iobsession
was the Medici family firm.
ln essence, it was a holding company whose board of directors, some of them
minority shareholders from outside the family, supervised controlling interests in a
major bank, local industries, and a range of trading enterprises handlin! commodities
as diverse as English wool, olive oil, horses, paintings, and even slavei of the three,
industry was the least important, yielding only 1o percent of the company,s profits.
It included some mining but was primarily a matter of miserably paid laboreis who
worked in their own homes producing finished goods from Medici wool and silks.
Banking made up the most profitable column in the family balance sheet. The best
moneymaker was in Rome: Cosimo's excellent relations with the Church guaranteed
the firm a lucrative slice of the Vatican's financial dealings. As the century
[rogressed,
one of the biggest losers was the office in London, whose main purpos" *ui to buy
English wool. lts failure exemplified the risks and difficulties the Medici and their like
faced: England's own merchants constantly agitated for laws to restrict the more
efficient foreign competition, and as his price for ignoring their protests, their king
extracted large loans from the ltalians. The cash, as *eil as any prospect for iti
repayment, vanished in the civil conflict known as the wars of the Roses, and the
Medici London branch went bankruprin"l472. The office in Brugge, across the
Channel in Flanders, went the same way for similar reasons: Despite stern warnings
from Florence, the local agent allowed himself to be pressured into providing cred"it
for the ruling duke, Charles of Burgundy.
That was long after cosimo's death, however. He never contented himself with
issuing directives: At the cost of lengthy absences from Florence, the old fox kept the
family's overseas operations under close personal supervision. Covernment loans
were, in fact, something of a specialty of his: He furnished or denied them as required
by his foreign policy, in which Florentine and family interests were inextricably and
advantageously mixed. venice and the kingdom of Naples, for example, both suffered military defeats after Cosimo judiciously refused to advance the iunds needed
to finance their armies.
Medici profits were immense, at least during Cosimo,s lifetime. A healthy percentage was plowed back into the business. A great deal was also spent on poliiical
patronage and straightforward bribery in Florence itself. Unlike the Visconti dukes of
Milan, the doges of Venice, and other city-state rulers, the Medici had no official title,
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and their power depended on the skillful management of a clique of self-interested
supporters. But Cosimo's lasting fame, and the indelible association of the Medici
with the Florentine Renaissance, came from another kind of patronage: the largesse
with which he supported culture and the arts.
Cosimo founded an academy devoted to Platonic studies, which became a discussion group for new ideas where the brightest spirits of the age were welcome, and
around the informal, unofficial Medici court there revolved a galaxy of ltaly's humanist writers. Creater renown, however, was to come from another group, of whom
Cosimo once tolerantly remarked, "One must treat these people of extraordinary
genius as if they were celestial spirits, and not like beasts of burden." These were the
artists-the sculptors, painters, and architects whose work was to provide the century's lasting memorial.
The social background of the Renaissance artists was, as a rule, fairly lowly-most
came from the artisan class-and a majority lacked formal education. Cenerally, they
had had no time to acquire any: Their careers almost inevitably began with apprenticeships at an early age in the workshops of masters, who were quite likely to be
relatives. They were heirs not so much to the rediscovered learning of Creece and
Rome as to the long and versatile tradition of medieval craftsmanship, of highly
skilled work performed anonymously and for small reward.
The best surviving examples in Florence of the old ways were the dozens of
workshops engaged in producing decorative and charming cassoni nuziali, the nuptial chests, intended to hold bedding and clothes, that were an essential gift for every
wellborn bride. Their makers were not exactly specialists: A good worker was expected to turn his hand to painting, sculpture, even goldsmithing, as his clients
demanded, and indeed a first-class chest might include a little of all three.
Such versatility was a valuable asset, although the medieval tradition did not place
much premium upon originality. But by the I400s, artists were also heirs to a newer
tradition, already more than a century old. lt had begun with the work of Qiottq_, ir
peasant's son from the Florence area/ one of the earliest artists to leave behind hjm
not only his works but also his name. Before Ciotto's time, painting and sculpture had
tended to follow the rigidly conventional lines established long before, in the Creekspeaking Byzantine Empire. This style had its virtues-the eleventh-century Saint
Mark's Cathedral in Venice, with its marvelous mosaics, represented a high pointbut its formality left little room for artists to use their own powers of observation to
re-create what they could see.
Ciotto broke new ground in realism and in sheer technique, including the first use
of foreshortening. According to the sixteenth-century artist and biographer Ciorgio
Vasari, whose Lives of the Painters followed years of collecting both pictures and
anecdotes, "A very great miracle was at work in Ciotto, for even in those coarse and
careless times his skill had the power to revive the whole art of drawing, of which his
contemporaries knew little or nothing."
By the 1400s, there were many painters and sculptors following in his formidable
footsteps. The old traditions continued: There were plenty of cassoni nuziali in
production. But the idea of the artist as an individual creative force had taken firm
root, as evidenced by the fact that fr-om this time onward many painters signed their
works, and the artist's social standing grew from that of a craftsman who delivered
his work at the trade entrance to the position of a respected genius, welcome any-
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Florentine moneylenders carry out transactions al
I counter decorated with an embroidered cloth. Known
banchi in ltalian, such work surfaces were to give
name to banks-the institutions that developed
hm the activities of the city's financial markets. The

r
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bcal coinage, the gold fiorino, or florin, weighing
lrtrity-two grains of gold, was lhe most stable money

d

its day and the benchmark against which other states'

orencies were measured-a status reflecting
position

as

Flor-

the most prosp€rous trading state of

-e's
ftenth-century
Europe.

where. The artists' expectations rose as the century progressed. ln the early decades,
Donatello, the sculptor who did so much to adorn Florence, felt too embarrassed to
wear the fine clothes Cosimo de' Medici had given him. Fifty years later, as Vasari
observed, Luca Signorelli "always lived more like a lord or an honored gentleman
than a painter"; and his behavior was not atypical.
Despite improved status, though, the artists were first and foremost a confraternity
of working professionals. The names by which many of them have been remembered
give a clue to their own attitudes toward one another: Most are casual sobriquets

bestowed by colleagues. Botticelli, for example, means no more than "little
barrels"-a nickname bestowed on the creator of the Primavera and the Birth of
Venus because his forebears were coopers. Andrea del Verrocchio, Leonardo's first
teacher, was so called because of his "true eye." Pietro Vannucci, who gave Raphael
his early training, was known then and later simply as il Perugino-the man from
Perugia, the Umbrian city near which he was born. And for all the respect that came
to be granted to individual genius, there was still a collective element to production;
a successful artist's studio would employ many men of lesser talents as well as student
apprentices. Some specialized in detail-hands or feet, for example-while others

made a meager living as little more than common laborers, performing such menial
tasks as preparing pigments.
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Throughout most of the century, there was plenty of work for all. Commissions
were numerous; it was a time when every important family-and not just in Florence-was engaged in the politics of conspicuous display. Fine art enhanced prestige. When in the years after 1436 Cosimo de' Medici spentlavishly on the restoration
and reconstruction of churches and other buildings, it was a not-so-subtle assertion
of Medici power that was well understood by his fellow citizens, some of whom
responded with commissions of their own. The city's great guilds all contributed, too,
and even ordinary, reasonably well-off merchants found that judiciously exercisd
patronage could draw favorable attention to themselves in the city's ruling circles.
The combination of sophisticated taste and civic ostentation was an unprecedented
gift for the epoch's artists.
They went about their work in their own way. Like the humanists,.the artists were
learning from the classic examples of Greece and Rome. whereas the humanists
scoured ancient manuscripts for ideas, the artists searched the statuary and architecture that had survived the centuries for techniques, in some ways a more difficult
task: There were many exemplars of the triumphs of the past to be studied, but most
of the methods by which they had been produced had to be rediscovered from
scratch, usually by trial and error.
More important, the Renaissance artists were also learning from one another and
from nature. They showed an investigative thoroughness and a self-confident dedication that later eras would come to recognize as "Renaissance" qualities.
Take, for example, the painter Piero della Francesca, born in sansepolcro around
1410. A surviving self-portrait shows a heavyset, scholarly man with the works ot
Euclid and Archimedes close at hand. lt is captioned like a calling
card with a Iist of his skills and accomplishments: ,,piero . . . of
the noble house of the Francesca, Painter, Mathematician.
Ceometer, and Surveyor." He exaggerated his lineage
somewhat-he came from a respectable merchant family"
not the nobility-but the rest of the description was true
enough. He had indeed studied the classical mathematical texts, being one of the few artists wifi
a Latin education, and his work was distink guished by an exquisite sense of interrelated
F form, in which exactness of observation was
fA presented with mathematical precision.
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tance of the discoveries he had made in the art of naturalistic depiction. As his
eyesight failed toward the end of his life, he spent years writing, in Latin, the first
scientific study of perspective. ln another book he described the rules of proportion
that create harmony in solid geometry. And he had respect from more than his fellow
artists: When he returned to Sansepolcro, his own merits as well as his family position
won him a place on the town council.
Piero was already well established by 1452, when Leonardo, the greatest allaround genius of the period, perhaps in all history, was born in the little village of
linci, outside Florence. The illegitimate son of a moderately successful lawyer, he
was apprenticed to Andrea del Verrocchio (with his father's approval, for by the
146Os, even lawyers considered art a respectable occupation) and by his early
twenties was producing his first masterpieces.
While Piero had perfected linear perspective, Leonardo invented what came to be
called aerial perspective, the use of multiple layers of translucent paint to create a
gentle softening of detail that gave a picture an astonishing illusion of depth. Leonardo's drawings had an inspired exactitude unequaled before or since-as a young
man, he used to follow his subjects around the streets of Florence for hours until he
had captured them to perfection. He drew maps of a quality not seen for centuries
afterward, and in what amounted to his spare time, he tossed off designs, often
workable, for ingenious machines that ranged from submarines and helicopters to a
mass-production plant for pins, which he calculated could earn 60,000 ducats a year.
He worked as a military engineer and town planner, and he even wrote to the
Ottoman sultan in Constantinople, offering to build a bridge across the Colden Horn.
Leonardo had one governing quality: his burning desire for knowledge. He wanted
to know everything. Never a Latinist, he devoured such classics as were available in
Italian translation, especially Pliny the Elder's Natural History. But he was by no
means in awe of books. "Anyone who in an argument appeals to authority," he once
wrote, "uses not his intelligence, but his memory." Leonardo, who often signed
himself "disciple of experience," preferred to trust his own observations, and there
had never been an observer quite like him. The drawings in his Codex on the Flight
of Birds, to give only one example, revealed details that no one else saw until the
discovery of high-speed photography. And in his remorseless study of human anat-

omy, he ignored contemporary theories and believed only what his scalpel and his

"l have dissected more than ten human bodies, destroying all the
various members," he wrote, a grim labor of which he was understandably proud.
"You might be restrained by the fear of living through the night hours in the company
of these corpses, quartered and flayed and horrible to behold."
Leonardo's career had its failures. ln painting, especially, he was always searching
for new techniques to replace the time-honored fresco method, in which pigment was
applied to wet lime-plaster and became permanently bonded as the plaster dried.
Leonardo preferred to work more slowly than the traditional procedure allowed, but
the alternative approaches he developed were unsuccessful, and many of what were
considered his best works peeled off from their walls within a few years. Yet his
genius continued to be respected, and he was welcome anywhere he cared to travel.
ln fact, genius was a far more reliable safe-conduct than any signed by an ltalian
ruler. ltalian politics had always been complex and often villainous, but as the
century progressed, corruption, opportunism, and ruthlessness became dangerously
endemic. Florence remained probably the best-governed of ltalian states, but it, too,
eyesight revealed.
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fuscan villas belonging to the Medici family iltus; lhe changing social climate of Renaissance ltaly.
I

fortressJike dwelting at Trebbio (/eft), twetve miles
of Florence, dates from the late Middte Ages,
the countryside was a dangerous place in which
iullln the course of the fifteenth century, however,
better-governed city-states managed to'impose the
of law throughout their territories by using forces
Ercenary soldiers. lt thus became possible to build
relatively unprotected properties of the type
estate at Poggio a Caiano (right), rebuilt in the
where Lorcnzo de' Medici went to relax, persupervising the raising of Sicilian pheasants.

But subtle maneuvering was not confined to the battlefield: Faced with the prospect of a long siege, Lorenzo set off on a secret journey to Naples, where a generous

outpouring of Florentine gold caused a sudden change in Ferdinand's allegiance.
Deprived of his ally, Sixtus abandoned the struggle.
The conflict was of no lasting importance, but it was typical of its time. palace
murders, a corrupt and aggressive Church, condottieri avoiding pitched battle while
they ravaged the countryside, and allies waiting only for a suitable bribe in order to
break faith: These were all regular elements in late-fifteenth-century ltalian quarrels.
They marked the age with a brutal shortsightedness that in the end was self-defeating.
The papacy, for instance, in the closing decades of the fifteenth century, was th;
plaything of a few families who milked it ruthlessly for what it was worth. fopu, *"ru
chosen from among like-minded cardinals, who schemed endlessly against one
another but were cut from the same far-from-holy cloth.
ln.nocent Vlll, Sixtus's successor, raised huge sums from the sale of indulgences and
pardons, much of which were spent on his acknowledged son. When the youth
married a daughter of Lorenzo the Magnificent in 1486, the cost of the celebrations
obliged the pontiff to mortgage his papal tiara and other regalia. The money spilled
with such profusion was good news for the artists and iniellectuals who enioyed

papal patronage, yet almost the only seriously "religious" act of lnnocent,s pontificate was the promulgation in the year of his son's wedding of the bull summus
desiderantes, authorizing the first Iarge-scale persecution of witches in centuries.
lnnocent was greatly helped by his chancellor, Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia, who
blandly justified the sale of pardons for capital crimes that might even include
murder: "The Lord desireth not the death of a sinner, but rather that he should live
and pay." ln the long run, though, it was the Church that paid, for in a few decades,
the hot wind of scandal from Rome had fanned the flames of the Reformation.
ln the meantime, though, the popes indulged themselves. Borgia had his turn on
lnnocent Vlll's death-his election as Alexander Vl in 1 492 was a triumph of wholesale bribery-and promptly set about using papal power to carve out a new territory
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Cesare Borgia during his campaigns and lived to see ltaly laid waste by foreign
invaders. ln his way, he was as acute an observer as any painter, and he had no time
for the kind of idealized city-state the humanists enthused over. Like Leonardo
dissecting his corpses-the two men, in fact, became acquainted during their time
with Cesare Borgia-he was interested in what he saw, not what he would have liked
to see. Thus a key chapter in his best-known book, The Prince-in effect, a ruler's
workshop manual-is entitled "On Cruelty and Mercy, and whether it is better to be
loved than feared, or rather feared than loved." The chapter draws precise examples
from Machiavelli's experience: "Cesare Borgia was held to be a cruel man, yet thanks
to his cruelty he pacified the province of Romagna, united it, and kept it peaceful and
loyal"; it goes on to describe how elsewhere he had seen the policies of less "cruel"
rulers lead to massacre and destruction. His conclusion: Fear is more effective than
love, but a wise ruler will take care not to be hated.
With the passing of time, Machiavelli's name became a byword for deviousness
and betrayal. Yet no one ever wrote more clearly of the naked realities of power, and
his central idea, that only "the Prince"-that is, the state itself-can be the judge of
what is right and wrong in statecraft, was never seriously challenged in practice. ln
other works, he elaborated surprisingly modern ideas of constitutional checks and
balances, and a theme of all his writing was the disastrous consequences to his
beloved ltaly of the disunity created by princely incompetence. As Machiavelli noted,
Italian rulers did not recognize any law but their own self-interest. The problem was
that they acted without his cool, penetrating intelligence. Few had the sense to realize
where self-interest truly lay.
Machiavelli thought the age was one of lost opportunity, and he was probably
right. Although the art was incomparable, the immediate consequences of Renaissance ltaly's travail amounted to far less than national rebirth. Unstable politics,
foreign invasion, and the terrible moral ruin of the Church all served to undermine
what had been achieved. The sad futility of Leonardo's last days summed up the
failure of the age: A pensioner of the king of France, one of the greatest minds in
history spent his final years puttering around the French court at Amboise, arranging
fireworks displays and conjuring tricks for children. The fate of some of the master's
greatest work, too, was a lesson in futility. For centuries after his death, many of his
drawings and almost all of his brilliant anatomical studies moldered in an attic in
Rome. They did not play the part they could have in the great intellectual and
scientific advances that were to come.
The fifteenth century in ltaly was not the beginning of the modern world, in which
new ways of thinking matched with continually developing technology would grant
Europeans brief but near-absolute sovereignty over the planet. But there had at least
been an essential change, and by 1500, the old Europe of the Middle Ages seemed,
in ltaly at least, as far off as the Creece and Rome so beloved of the humanists. The
Italian Renaissance, stormy, contradictory, sometimes futile, and often breathtakingly
exciting, had shown what was possible.
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